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Multimode Fiber Considerations for Test Jumpers 
AEN 131, Revision 4 
This Applications Engineering Note addresses application and selection considerations for 
multimode fiber used a test jumper or a test reference cord (TRC.) 
 
Application Considerations 
 
All multimode (MM) optical fibers stably propagate a plurality of guided optical modes.  
Practically, these may be thought of as paths which would confine a “ray” of light within the 
core.  This confinement is effected by refraction in the core and internal reflection at the core 
cladding interface.  All optical communications links are designed to operate using these 
guided modes.  However, it is also possible to launch light into leaky modes with an 
improperly conditioned launch from a test equipment source. 
 
Stripping the leaky modes in a TRC is desirable versus launching the affected modes into the 
link under test, which will result in elevated link loss readings.  In this circumstance, the 
attenuation measured in testing exceeds attenuation during actual link operation, possibly 
characterizing “passing” links as “failing.”  Since link loss is the most important field-verified 
parameter in MM fiber links, accurate measurements are critical, especially for data-rate links 
such as 10 Gb Ethernet and 40 Gb, which have tight link loss requirements. 
 
The following section titled “Selection Considerations” requires a general understanding of 
multimode fiber systems testing as well as optical launch conditions.  AE Note 68 explains 
proper use of mandrels to condition a test signal launch.  Additionally, AEN 129 explains 
Encircled Flux (EF) which is a mathematically rigorous technique for defining launch 
conditions and is now included for Tier 1 testing as defined in ANSI/TIA-526-14-B.  EF 
reduces the uncertainty of a measurement being correct to +/- 10% of the measured value, 
which is desirable when characterizing low loss, high data-rate links and components. 
 
Selection Considerations 
 
The Historical Testing Problem 
If higher order, or leaky, modes are not stripped at the TRC, their power will be included in 
the reference power recorded at the test meter. When the same TRC is connected to a 
typical fiber link of non-bend insensitive fiber, the leaky modes will be stripped by both 
distance and bends in the link. This will result in the power from the leaky modes being 
incorrectly measured as a part of the overall link loss. 
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For example, Figure 1 illustrates the launch from a typical power meter with an overfilled 
launch (OFL) into a TRC.  Note that no mandrel wrap is applied, as required by TIA-526-14-A 
(OFSTP-14) and recommended by test equipment suppliers.  In this condition, leaky modes 
would not be stripped out of the test jumper or TRC.  Instead, they would be stripped out 
along the link being tested and reported as additional attenuation.  Such results are overly 
conservative.  Tested link loss may considerably exceed operating link loss, resulting in 
incorrectly reporting many links as “failing.” 
 

 
 
The Historical Testing Solution 
 
In Figure 2, the light launched into the TRC has been conditioned (using a specified mandrel) 
to strip off leaky modes, so that light lost in the link during testing corresponds to the link loss 
during actual link operation.  A link tested as “passing” will support link operations and a link 
tested as “failing” will not. 
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The New Problem: New fibers and old meters 
Proper launch conditioning is standard industry practice and is well understood by 
experienced field personnel.  A more complex scenario arises when the TRC incorporates 
fiber with improved bending performance (bend insensitive or BIF.)  Figure 3 illustrates the 
output of a TRC incorporating bend insensitive fiber. 
 

 
 
 
Even using an OFSTP-14 compliant mandrel, modes exit the test jumper which should have 
been stripped.  If this jumper output is launched into a link made from standard bend 
performance (OM2) fiber, then tested link loss will again be higher than the actual operating 
link loss.  Just as in Figure 1, this can report links as “failing” that may actually be “passing.”  
This can cost both time and expense for additional testing and / or component replacement.  
There are several practical solutions to obtain test results that will accurately predict link 
operating loss. 
 

Continue conventional field testing practices:  If using an OFL test source (or an 
unknown source type), use a TRC that incorporates standard bend performance 
(OM2) fiber and use a mandrel as specified in OFSTP-14 (ANSI/TIA-526-14-B) or 
Corning AE Note 68. 

 
Use an Encircled Flux compliant source or mode-conditioning TRC:  Standards 
now specify an Encircled Flux launch for Tier 1 testing at 850 nm wavelength.  This 
launch is described in the TIA standard mentioned above as well as IEC 61280-4-1, 
Ed. 2.  Generally, test equipment manufacturers guarantee EF compliance with a 
selected source and mode-conditioning TRC combination, though it is possible that 
some may guarantee EF compliance directly out of the transmitter port. 

 
For a more comprehensive explanation of Encircled Flux compliant testing, refer to AE Note 
129.  For additional questions contact Corning Optical Communications Engineering 
Services. 
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